The Ultimate Collaborative
Assessment Solution
Involve Your Team in Your
Hiring Decisions
A Digital Marketing company needed to hire a skilled copywriter
who could take control of their content creation.

If you’re a

GOOD COPYWRITER
you would know that

So, they came
up with a test
for the job.

This isn’t a blank page.
This is a challenge.
This is where ideas are born.
This is a medium and a message.
This is an invitation to show what you’ve got.
This is your job application.
Impress us.

The candidates' task
was to write a short
content proposal for
the product page.

Keen to understand how the candidates would approach the task, the company asked
applicants to prepare a short summary proposal to be evaluated. Key marketing team
members will judge the applicants’ proposals, using a variety of criteria

PERSUASIVE
LANGUAGE

STRUCTURE
OF IDEAS

GRAMMAR

CREATIVE
APPROACH

MARKETING
SKILLS

COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

Is it possible for the marketing team to evaluate this kind of application
in an unbiased and systematic manner?

Introducing
Team Scoring with eSkill

The Team-Scoring component of the eSkill application allows an HR team to
“blindly” grade responses according to a customized set of criteria. An HR
administrator sets up the entire flow of the evaluation process, assigning
Then, the administrator approves the final overall score.
All you need to do is establish a scenario:

Identify the
evaluation criteria

Select your team
of reviewers

Send the test to
the candidates

Afterwards, your team appraises the responses without any knowledge of who
the candidates are. Team members’ judgements are combined to form a
comprehensive evaluation of the candidate’s answers.

How it works?
Our innovative Team-Scoring tool allows users to grade open-ended questions.

Review Management Portal

This portal allows an HR
administrator to set and manage
the entire flow of candidates’ open
response submissions and
reviewers’ manually scored
evaluations before he or she
approves a candidate’s final score.

Team Scoring Portal

This portal
limited access to
assigned reviewers.

The user will see a page with four
sections:

Manage Reviewer Accounts
Add/inactivate/edit reviewers

Manage Evaluation Criteria
Add/remove/edit criteria

Associate Reviewer with Test
Assign/remove reviewers

Manual Evaluation Progress

View details about reviews and
their status

6 steps
to using the eSkill team
scoring feature.

Define reviewers.
Define criteria.
Select the reviewers who will mark
the candidates’ work. Choose as
many assessors as needed (they
can be internal or external
partners). Define the criteria you
want the assessor to use, such as
product knowledge, grammar,
language, communication skills,
accuracy and focus.

Create test.
Create question.
Easily create the test in the eSkill
Center. Create the question(s) that
you want the candidate to answer.
If you wish, you can add any
combination of other questions
from the eSkill library.

Link reviewers
to test.
The system will send notifications to the
reviewers, advising them that the test
has been created and to anticipate
receiving candidates’ responses.

Send test to
candidate.
Send the candidates
the test link.

Reviewer
inputs grades.
Assessors review the candidate's
answers.

Administrator
approves scores.
When all assessors have
marked the test scores, the
scores are aggregated, and the
administrator reviews and
approves each score.

Want to know more?
Call eSkill Sales
1-866-537-5455

International
+1-978-649-8010

sales@eskill.com
support@eskill.com

Since 2003, eSkill has been a leading provider of online pre-employment testing
globally. If you want to learn more, visit www.eskill.com

